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The embedding of our fonts in web pages, whether for commercial or non-commercial purposes, requires a Web Licence – see Clause (j)
USES AND MODIFICATIONS NOT REGARDED AS BEING FOR THE BUYER’S OWN USE in our standard Licence Agreement. Our Web Licence
is a special kind of Publishing Licence which additionally allows you to embed our fonts on your web pages. As a key part of the Web Licence
we supply you with @font-face webkits for each font. These webkits are compatible with the Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) markup language
used in web pages (HTML and XHTML) as well as all XML-formatted documents.
If you are not intending to actually embed the fonts in web pages eg if you simply intend to upload documents which already incorporate the fonts
(eg PDF, JPEG, PNG etc) then you do not require a Web Licence – but you will still require a Publishing Licence and you may need to pay a
Publishing Licence fee.
The Web Licence fee is charged in addition to the cost of our Standard Licence. As with the Publishing Licence, the Web Licence fee does not
includes the supply of the fonts and manuals which must be purchased separately with a Standard Licence. Nor does the Web Licence include
the supply of an official hardcopy backup (USB or DVD) which may be purchased at additional cost (see Price List)
We do not have a fixed one-size-fits-all Web Licence fee. The fee for the Web Licence is always tailored to the particular circumstances of each
user, carefully taking into account the nature, extent and purpose of your intended use of our fonts in your web pages as well as the approximate
average selling price (if any) of your published items. And, of course, we need to know exactly which of our fonts or Packs you are interested in.
We attempt to be as circumspect and as fair as possible when calculating the fee and in some special cases we elect not to impose any fee at all
for the publishing aspect of your use of the fonts so please supply us with as much information as possible. Even if we waive the fee for the
publishing component of your font usage we will invariably still charge a fee for the supply of the @font-face webkits.
We always greatly appreciate the inclusion of information about the ownership and source of the fonts (including our web address) in your
publications and web pages. This is optional, but in cases where the fee is discounted or waived, an acknowledgement of the source of the fonts
will usually become a strict condition of the licence.
You will never be required to separately purchase both a Web Licence and Publishing Licence. If you are not embedding fonts in web pages then
you only need a Publishing Licence. If you are embedding fonts in web pages then the Web Licence will cover both the font embedding and also
your use of the fonts in your published items both on the web and via all other forms of distribution. The special conditions of our Publishing
Licence apply in full to the Web Licence with the additional feature that we will supply you with @font-face webkits.
PLEASE NOTE PUBLISHING LICENCE CONDITION 9. With digital publications and web pages the font/s are licenced for use ONLY WITHIN
the publication or web page and are strictly NOT permitted to be made available for installation via the publication or web page onto the
computer/device of the recipient of the publication (or visitor to the web page) for general, permanent use by that recipient. To ensure this
for pdfs, our fonts should be embedded as "Subset" only and the generated pdfs should be locked/password protected.
PLEASE NOTE: Under the terms of your standard Licence Agreement, you are not permitted to create your own @font-face webkits from
the original fonts – these must always be generated and supplied by us.

Any Questions? Contact:
enquiries@australianschoolfonts.com.au

